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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field k, and GL(v) the 
group of all k-linear automorphisms of V. Any subgroup G of GL(v) acts as 
a group of homogeneous automorphisms of the symmetric algebra on V over 
k. 
and acts also as a group of homogeneous automorphisms of the tensor 
algebra on V over k, 
k(V)=k@V@V@V@..- @V@“@-... 
Of course, if x1,..., x, is a k-basis of V then k[ V] is the polynomial ring 
k[x 1 ,..., x,] and k(V) is the free associative k-algebra k(x, ,..., x,). 
* Partially supported by the SERC (UK), the NSF (USA), and the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. 
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We write k[ V]” and k(V)” for the fixed rings of G acting on k[ V] and 
k(V), respectively. Historically, k[ I’]” has received much more attention 
than k(V)’ (see [ 13,251). In constrast o its commutative counterpart k(V)” 
is rarely finitely generated [9, 151) but is always a free algebra ([ 14, 161). 
Recall that with any graded k-algebra 
if the dimension over k of the nth component, [R, : k], is finite for all n, we 
can associate a Hilbert series 
H(R) = 1 + 2 [R, : k] t”. 
n>l 
We usually think of H(R) as an element of the formal power series ring 
Z [ [t]], but sometimes we shall treat t as a real or complex variable. 
(The term Poincari series is sometimes used, e.g., [9], but this conflicts 
with the usage adopted in some other areas, e.g., [21 I.) 
Both k[ V] and k(V) are graded k-algebras and the fixed rings inherit the 
gradings so H(k[ VI’) and H(k( V)“) are defined. 
Let k have characteristic zero. 
In [9] a noncommutative Molien theorem was proved giving a formula for 
H(k(V)‘) if G is finite. In Section 2 we generalize this to a noncommutative 
Molien-Weyl theorem giving a formula for H(k(V)‘) if G is a compact 
topological group. This enables one to describe H(k(V)‘) in many 
nontopological situations, for example, if G is given by a polynomial 
representation of some SL,(k), the group of r x r matrices of determinant 
one. 
In Section 3 we give a purely algebraic proof of this case, and also 
describe H(k(V)‘) in the case where G is given by a polynomial represen- 
tation of some SL,(k) restricted to T,(k), the group of r x r unipotent upper 
triangular matrices. 
The remainder of the article is concerned with the special case r = 2. 
In Section 4 we show that if G is the image of a polynomial representation 
q: SL,(k)+ GL(v), the Hilbert series H(k(V)‘) is algebraic over Z[t], and 
similarly with G = @J’,(k) in place of G = ‘pSL,(k). 
In Section 5 we develop the theory of invariants of a binary form with 
noncommuting coefftcients, analogous to the classical invariant theory 
developed by Sylvester and Franklin [26]; this amounts to studying the 
irreducible polynomial representations of SL,(k). We compute an asymptotic 
formula for the number of invariants of a given degree, which compares 
nicely with the corresponding result in the classical commutative case. 
In Section 6 we show that if G is an infinite cyclic group generated by a 
unipotent matrix then H(k( v)“) is algebraic over Z [t], and this can fail if 
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the unipotent condition is removed. This contrasts with the case where G is 
finite for then E@(V)‘) is always rational. 
In an appendix we elaborate on a remark of Furstenburg [lo] that certain 
types of integrals are algebraic functions. 
2. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE MOLIEN-WEYL THEOREM 
Let G be a compact group and @(G, R) the set of continuous real-valued 
functions on G. We give g(G) R) the uniform topology and the natural RG - 
bimodule structure. (That is, we view a function q: G + R as a formal sum 
Cg& 9(g) g, so for g,, g, E G gl(Pg2 sends g to dg;‘gg;‘).) We give R 
trivial left and right G-action. The normalized Haar measure then gives a 
continuous IRG-bimodule map IG: g(G) I?)-+ R such that IG 1 = 1, cf. [20]. 
For example, if G is finite lGq = (l/] G ]) CgCG q(g). 
For A = M,(C), the ring of s x s matrices over C, tensoring over I4 with A 
gives a continuous AG-bimodule map I,: g(G, A) +A; of course, this works 
if A is any finite dimensional topological R-algebra. For any continuous map 
(p: G -+A which preserves multiplication, the element e = (, v, of A is an 
idempotent such that eA is the subset A”’ of A fixed by the left action of cpG. 
[To see this, note that for any h E G, q(h) IGq = l,rp(h)q (by left A-linearity 
Of h=.fGh-% ( since q~ preserves multiplication) = lGq (by left G-linearity 
of Jj so e E A “‘. Conversely, if a E A sG then CT, ~)a = ~G(cpa) (by right A- 
linearity of Jj = J, a ( since a E Am’) = a I, 1 (by left A-linearity of I) = a 
so 1 - e annihilates Am’, as desired.] 
NOW A = Ol<i,jsgs Ce,, where the eij are the matrix units, and the trace 
map Tr: A + C sends C J,e, to CT= I &. Let I’= Ae,, . Since e is idem- 
potent, Tr e = [eV: C]. Clearly qG acts by left multiplication on I’ and 
eV= PC so Tre=[P’ :C]. Also Trl,rp=],Trq since I acts 
componentwise and preserves addition. 
In summary, if V = C” and rp: G -+ GL(V) is a continuous group 
homomorphism then 1, Tr q = [ VG : C], cf. [ 1,3.33]. 
For each II > 0, (DG acts on I’@” and we get a map 
,p@" : G --t GL(V@") = GL,,(C), 
and as before [(V@“)’ : C] = I, Tr(cp@“) = jG(Tr p)“. Since qG is compact, 
]Tr(p(g)(<s for all gEG, so for tEC with ]t]<s-‘, Cn>Otn(Trq)n 
converges uniformly to (1 -tTr(p)-’ so jG(l--fTr~)-i= 
~G&d f’(Tr rp>” = Cn>il t” .i”G P co>” (by continuity of J)= 
CnaO t”[(P”)” : C], which is H@(V)‘) evaluated in C. We phrase this as 
follows; cf. Molien [19] and Weyl [28]. 
481/93/l-13 
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2.1. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE MOLIEN-WEYL THEOREM. Zf G is a 
compact subgroup of GL,(C) then 
H&(x, ,***, Xs)G) = jG 1 -‘t Tr for 1 tI < s-l. 
By the Weyl integration formula for class functions, if [ 1 ] or 1271, we 
have 
2.2. THEOREM. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, T a maximal 
torus in G and W the Weyl group. Then for any continuous group 
homomorphism (p: G + GL,(C) 
H(C(x, )...) X,yq = ‘I n(2-e-e-9 
IwI T I-tTry, 
I 
JJ 4 sin* 7t0 
T l-ttrcp 
where the product in the second expression ranges over the positive roots 
8: T-P R/Z of G, and in the first expression over the corresponding maps 
0 = eznie: T-+ C. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. If G = SU,(C) we take T to consist of the diagonal 
elements of G and here the maps 8: T + C send 
to zizy, 1 < i < j < r, and the corresponding map 8: T+ (R/Z sends 
to xi-xi (mod?!). (Here zl...zr=l and x,+~..+x,=O.) Since 
W = Sym, has order r! we see that for any continuous group homomorphism 
q~: SU,(C) -+ G&(C) 
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wherex,=-x,-...--x,-, and 
.f(X ,,..., xr)=Trq.rT **. ,21i,.i. 
By Weyl’s “unitarian trick” this formula also applies with X.,(C) in place of 
SU,(C) since they have the same continuous representations. 
With these results in mind we now turn to a purely algebraic setting. 
3. THE GENERAL GROUP 
We are interested, in essence, in computing the dimensions of the G-fixed 
subspaces of the Pn, where I/ is a finite dimensional vector space over a 
field k, and G is a subgroup of GL(v). One approach is to express the VQ” 
as direct sums of indecomposable kG-modules and then compute the 
dimensions of the G-fixed subspace of each indecomposable kG-module. This 
can be achieved only where the representation theory of G is reasonably well 
understood, and one such situation is that where we have a polynomial 
representation q: GL,(k) + GL( V) and k has characteristic zero; and 
G = (pGL,(k) or @X,(k) or r@,(k). 
Let us briefly review the details. Let k have characteristic zero and I be a 
positive integer. By a polynomial representation of GL,(k) we mean a group 
homomorphism (p: GL,(k) + GL,(k) f or some positive integer s, such that the 
s* coordinate functions of q are all given by polynomials in r* variables with 
integer coefficients; we may think of q as an element of the matrix ring 
M,(L [zij; 1 < i, j< r]) over the commutative ring generated by r* 
indeterminates, zij. Here the trace of a, = (p(zij) is simultaneously an element 
Tr rp(zij) of Z [zij: 1 < i, j < r] and a polynomial mapping Tr p: GL,(k) -+ k. 
In the latter viewpoint, restricting the domain to the subgroup D,(k) of 
diagonal matrices amounts, in the former viewpoint, to setting zij = 0 for 
i # j. On writing zi for zii we get a polynomial 
usually denoted Tr o(z r,..., zr) or simply Tr rp. It is not difficult to show that 
this element Tr a, of Z [zi,..., zl] is fixed under the natural action of the 
symmetric group Sym,. Thus we have a map from the set of polynomial 
representations of GL,(k) to the ring of symmetric polynomials 
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Z[z z,p , ,..., r that sends v, to Tr ~(zi,..., z,). Two representations are iden- 
tified under this map if and only if they are equivalent, in the obvious sense; 
cf. [ 111. Where we do not wish to specify s we write q: GL,(k) + GL( V) and 
call V a polynomial module over GL,(k). 
Given two polynomial representations pi, pp2 of GL,(k) we define p, 0 pz, 
vi 0 (p2 to be the polynomial representations suggested by the notation, and 
one finds Tr(q,, 0 qz) = Tr v)i + Tr v)~, Tr(q, 0 (02) = (Tr q,)(Tr a)*). It is a 
theorem of Schur (at least for k = C) that every polynomial representation of 
GL,(k) is equivalent o a direct sum of indecomposable polynomial represen- 
tations in an essentially unique way, and for any descending r-tuple of 
nonnegative integers A = (A, > ..e > A,) there is an indecomposable 
polynomial representation (on : GL,(k) -+ GL( W,) and, up to equivalence, 
these are all the indecomposable ones, cf. [ 111. The symmetric polynomials 
Tr qn, called the Schur functions and denoted Sa(zl ,..., z,), can be described 
as follows. Let fJA(z, ,..., zI) denote the determinant of the T x r matrix 
(z:j+--j) so 
6,(z, ,..., zr) = 2 (sign a) h z)~(~)+~-~(~). 
oeSym, i=l 
In particular if all the 1, are zero we get the d@rent 6(z,,..., zr) = 
nl,i,jGr (zi -zj); this divides 6 1 (z i ,..., z,) and the quotient is the desired 
Schur function, 
S.a(z, Y..., 4 = d,(z, ,***, z,)/&z, Y..., z,). 
As required, this is a symmetric polynomial, and the S,(z, ,..., zI) form a E- 
basis of Z [z, ,..., z,lSymr; cf. [ 11, 181. 
3.1. DEFINITION. If k has characteristic zero and G is a subgroup of 
GL,(k), let I, be the unique additive map Z [zi,..., z,.lSymr+ Z with the 
property that I, S*(z, ,..., zr) = [ fl : k] for all d = (A, > . . . > Jr). Thus for 
any polynomial representation Q: GL,(k) -+ GL(V), I, Tr p = [ VG : k], so 
this is a formal analogue of the Haar integral for compact groups. In 
particular, the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that 
if we extend (, in the natural way to a map Z[zi,..., z,]“‘“s[[t]] + jz[[t]]. 
There are various situations where SC can be described; we restrict our 
attention to SL,(k) and Z’,(k). 
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3.2. EXAMPLES. (i) (Schur and Weyl [27].) 
! S&1 ,***, z,) = 1, 
if I, =Az= . . . =A, 
SLAk) 
=o otherwise. 
Here W, has no nonzero elements fixed by SL,(k) unless qA is trivial on 
SL,(k), which means pA is of the form GL,(k) + GL,(k), A t-+ (det A)P for 
some integer p > 0. (In fact SL,(k) is reductive and no W, can properly 
contain a nonzero SL,(k)-subspace.) 
(ii) (See, for example, [8, Theorem 3.3(i)].) 
SA(Zl)...) z,) = 1 for all A. 
Here every W, is indecomposable as T,(k)-space and T,(k) fixes the one- 
dimensional space spanned by the “standard tableau.” 
The work of Weyl enables us to express examples like these in terms of 
“elementary” integrals. It is convenient o write 
I : z [z f l,..., z: ‘1 -+ z 
for the “coeflicient of 1” map; thus l C ai ,,..., ,,Z:’ *** z> = a,,, ,..., o. This is 
actually an integral in the sense that 
I 
1 
f(Z 1 ,***, ZJ = I 1 . . . 0 
1 f(eznixl ,..., eznixr) dx, . .- dx,. 
We shall write SLI. . .z,=, for the “sum of the coefficients of the powers of 
z1 s-0 z,“; thus~,,...L~=~f(z~,...,z~)=Sf(z~,...,z~--l,(z~ . ..z.-,)-~). 
We now have the following formulae, the method of proof being taken 
from Littlewood [ 17, p. 2221. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let A= (1, > . . . > A,). 
(i) VW) j SA(Z, 9*--T z,)rI(2-A-A-‘)=r! zglZ,=“‘=Ar 
L,‘. .r,=l A 
=o otherwise 
where the product is taken over A E {ziz,:’ 1 1 Q i < j < r}. 
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(ii) If r is even, say r = 2v, then J S*(z, , z ; ’ ,..., zO, z; ‘) 
nB (2 - B - B - ‘) = 2”v!, where the product is taken over 
B E {-zi, zizJ:‘, zizj 1 1 < i < v, i < j < v}. 
(iii) If r is odd, say r= 2v + 1, then J” SA(z,,z;’ ,..., zv,z;l, 1) 
nc (2 - C- C-‘) = 2”v!, where the product is taken over C E 
{zf, zizjl, zizj 1 1 < i < v, i < j < v}. 
ProoJ: (i) (2 - zizil - z,: ‘zj) = (zi - zj)(zil - z,: ‘) so 
fl (2 --A -A -1) = d(z, )...) ZJ d(z;‘,..., z;‘) 
A 
and 
Sn(zl,..., ZJ 6(z, )...) ZJ 6(z;‘,*.., z;‘) 
= d,(z, )...) ZJ d(z;‘,..*, z;‘) 
We want to compute J”,,. . .r,+ applied to this expression, so we are 
interested only in the pairs c, r for which the AoCi) - a(i) t r(i) are equal for 
i = l,..., r, which means Izi - i t ra-‘(i) is constant over i so TU-’ is an 
increasing function of i, which happens only if u = r. Thus for the purposes 
of the integral we might as well be considering CocSym, ni= I zfe(i), and now 
(i) follows. 
(ii) (2-zizj1-z;1zj)(2-zizj-z;1z,~1) 
= (Zi - Zj)(ZF ’ - zy ‘)(Zi - zj- ‘)(z; ’ - Zj) so 
~(2-B-B-1)=6(z,,z;1,...,z,,z,1) fi ((2+zi+z;‘)/(zi-z;‘)) 
B i=l 
=d(zl,z;‘ )...) z,,z;’ 1 ,ol ttzi + l)/tzi - l))* 
Now 
S,(z,, z;‘,..., zu, z,‘) 6(z,, z;‘,..., Z”, z;‘) 
= d,(z,, z;‘,..., Z”, z;‘) 
= cEzm (sign 0) ~~0(1)-~(~)-~~(2)+~(2) . . . z;10~z~-~~-~(2V-l)-A~~*~~+u(ZU~~ 
* 
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Note that if a(l) < o(2) then A,,(i) > &) and if o(l) > a(2) then Loo) < & 
so 0 never occurs as an exponent of zi , and similarly for the other zi. In 
general 
if the integrand reduces to a polynomial in z, z-i. So it is not difficult to 
prove that 
,( 
dA(Z,, z;‘,..., zv, z;’ )fi (S)) 
= 2” v {sign o ( u E Sym,, a(l) < a(2), a(3) < a(4),..., o(2u - 1) < o(2u)) 
= 2”v!. 
This proves (ii). 
(iii) Here 
=6(z,,z;1).**) zv,z;‘, 1) fi ((2-Zf-Z[2)/(Z[-Zl’1)(Zi- l)(Z[‘- l) 
i=l 
= d(z,, z;‘,..., Z”, z;l, I,!lr (2) I 
and the argument proceeds as for (ii). 
Combining Theorem 3.3 with Example 3.2 we get elementary integral 
descriptions of jSLFckj and jTrtkj; by extending j in the natural way to a map 
5 :z[Z:‘,...,Z:‘][[t]]+Z[[t]] 
we get the following description of Hilbert series. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and 
cp: GL,.(k) -+ GL(v) a polynomial representation. Write T(z, ,..., z,) = 
Tr p(zl ,..., zr) andf(x, ,..., x) = T(e2nix1 ,..., e2nixr). 
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where the product is over A E {ZiZi’ 1 1 < i < j< r}, 
1 ’ L 
=- 
I I 
. . . 
n4sin27ra dx 
1 
..- 
r. I 1 u-(x, XJ 
dx,-, 
0 0 - ,...> 
where xr=-xl - . . . -x I- 1) and 
aE {xi-xi1 l<i< j<r}. 
(ii) If r is even, say r = 2v, then 
the product is over 
HW V> 
where the product is over B E {-zi, zizJ:‘, zizj 1 1 < i < v, i < j < v}, 
1 
=- I 
1 1 n 4 sin’ zb 
. . . 2”v! 0 5 0 1 - tf(x,, -x, )..., X”, -xv) 
dx, ..a dx, 
wheretheproductisoverbE{xi+f,xi-xj,xi+xj~1~i~v,i<j~v}. 
(iii) If r is odd, say r = 2v + 1, then 
H(W) mW))- ' j 
n(2-c-c-7 
2”v! 1 - tT(z,, z;‘,..., z,,z,‘, 1) 
where the product is over C E {zf, ziz,r’, ZiZj 1 1 < i < V, i < j < v}, 
1 
I 
1 
I 
’ I-I4 sin* 7rc 
=- . . . 2”v! 0 
dx, ..a dx, 
0 1 - tf(x, , -x, ,..., x, , -x, , 0) 
Here these can be viewed as formal series, or as functions in a complex 
variable t with ItI < [V: k]-‘. 
3.5. Remark. Here the a range over a root system of type A,- 1, the b 
range over a root system of type B,.,* with the xi shifted by 4, and the c range 
over a root system of type C,,- 1j,2. In Section 2 we saw that Z,(k) does 
give rise to a root system of type A,- 1, but we know of no reason why T,(k) 
should give rise to root systems. 
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4. THE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP OF RANK Two 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. 
In this section we look at Theorem 3.4 in the special case r = 2. Here the 
theory is fairly easy to describe and it is illuminating to work out the results 
directly. 
4.1. Polynomial Representations 
There is a natural action of G&(k) on the polynomial ring R = k[ y,, y,] 
in two commuting variables. For any nonnegative integer d the homogeneous 
component of degree d is a (d + 1)-dimensional polynomial module R, over 
GL,(k). Let E be the one-dimensional polynomial module over GL,(k) with 
basis 6 such that gS = det(g)d for all g E GL,(k). Then for any pair of 
nonnegative integers d, e, we can form a (d + 1)-dimensional polynomial 
module R, @ EBe over GL,(k). It is not difftcult to show it is irreducible and 
here the corresponding Schur function is 
From the multiplication of polynomials we deduce from the theory that 
there must be an isomorphism 
min(dl,dz) 
R,, @ Rd, = @ Rd,++2e @ EQe; 
e=o 
it is interesting to describe this isomorphism. Consider the polynomial ring 
in four variables R Ok R with GL,(k) acting diagonally, so acting as a group 
of k-algebra automorphisms. Let D be the unique k-linear derivation on 
R @ R sending yi @ 1 to 1 @ yi, and 1 @ yi to O(i = 1,2). Then D commutes 
with the G&(k)-action, since it does so on the four k-algebra generators. 
Thus for any nonnegative integerj we have a map of G&(k)-spaces 
Now observe that we have a natural copy of E in R OR with 6 = y2 @ y, - 
y, @ y, ; we identify EBe with the one-dimensional space spanned by 6’. For 
nonnegative integers d, e, j we have a map of G&(k)-spaces 
With a change of indices this becomes 
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Since k has characteristic zero this is injective and summing over e we get 
the Clebsch-Gordan isomorphism 
e=o e 
cf. [23, p. 691. We shall be using this map in Section 5.11. 
4.2. Hilbert Series 
If we restrict to X,(k) then E can be ignored and the effect is to set 
zlzZ = 1. Writing z for zi, z-l for z2 we have 
s (d+e,e)(Z,Z-l)=Zd+Zd-*+*-* tz-d=S 
where s = d t 1, the dimension of Rd. 
Now let p: GL,(k) + GL(v) be a polynomial representation, and write 
T(z) = Tr q(z, z-i), f(x) = T(eznix ), Since T(z) is a sum of the above Schur 
functions it is of the form 
T(z) = a, t f lzj(Z' t z-j), a, 2 a, > ,..., ; a,>a,>... 
j=l 
with a, nonnegative integers, a,,, # 0. Heref(x) = a, t Cj”= I 2aj cos 27rjx. By 
Theorem 3.4, which is easy to prove directly in this case, 
If m = 0 then the representation is trivial and the Hilbert series are 
l/( 1 - sot) in both cases; thus we may assume m > 1. 
In a natural way Z[ [t]] lies in the field Q((t)) of Laurent series with 
rational coefficients, and this contains the field of fractions Q(t) of Z[t]. 
Although our series need not lie in Q(t) they are algebraic over Q(t) by 
residue calculus (see the Appendix). Here 1 - P(z) splits over C((t”*)) with 
2m zeros v~,v;‘,..., vm, r;‘, where the leading terms of the ‘lj are the 2m th 
roots of ta,. To avoid special cases we observe that by the symmetry in z, 
Z -’ the coefficients of z and z-i in l/( 1 - P(z)) are the same so 
H(W) OSW) = j 1 1;;;(i) 
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and similarly 
Now by residue calculus (see Theorem A.1 in the Appendix) 
H(W) u%(k)) =-f 2 
J-1 
;,(; ;II, 
i J 
WC V> 
VW)) = - f t -&. 
J-1 J J 
These are algebraic over Q(t) of degree of most 2m; if further T(z) = T(-z), 
i.e., a, = a3 = a.. = 0, then they are of degree at most 2mf2, by Remark A.3 
in the Appendix. We shall give some explicit radical expressions in the next 
section. 
5. INVARIANTS OF A BINARY FORM WITH 
NONCOMMUTING COEFFICIENTS 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. 
For a positive integer d we consider the action of SL,(k) on the degree d 
component R, of R = k[y,, y2]. Any element of R, can be expressed 
uniquely in the form CfEO ( y ) xi yf yi-j, xi E k, and this is called a binary 
form of degree d. Each element of SL,(k) carries this into another binary 
form CtZO ( y ) xf y: yfPi, x; E k, and the xf are (right) linear combinations 
of the x,. Viewing the xi as symbols we get a right action of SL,(k) on a 
(d + 1)-dimensional space. Further, viewing the xi as commuting variables 
we get a right action of SL,(k) on the polynomial ring k[xo,..., x,]; the fixed 
ring Id is the classical ring of invariants of a binary form of degree d. For 
example, I, = k[xt -x0x2] is generated by the discriminant. The Hilbert 
series of Id, Hd = CnaO c~,~ t”, has been studied by Sylvester (assisted by 
Franklin) [26, Vol. III, Art. 38 and Art. 591 and more recently by Springer 
[23,24], Almkvist [24]. 
In this section we view the xi as noncommuting variables and so get an 
action of SL,(k) on the free algebra k(xo,..., x,); the fixed ring, f# is the ring 
of invariants of a binary form of degree d with noncommuting coefftcients. 
For example, 
f2 = k x0x2 - 2x: +x2x,,, c (sign u)x,(~)x,(~~x,(~),...  
~~SY~lO,lA ). 
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We denote the Hilbert series by Hd = CnaO Cd,ntn. Our objective is to 
develop analogues of commutative invariant theory; for example H, is 
always rational, fid is always algebraic. For instance, 
1 
H,=- 
1 --t2’ 
fi22(l-JEJ. 
The natural first step is to eliminate the binary form by observing that the 
k-linear isomorphism 
f Xilik-+ i /$yfJJ-’ (Ai E k) 
i=O i=O 
respects the two actions of S,!,,(k) so there is no harm in viewing 
x. = yf yi-‘, 0 Q i < d, and working with the resulting (left) action of SC,(k) 
ofi the free algebra k(x o,..., xd). Thus we are just considering the indecom- 
posable polynomial representation of X,(k) of degree s = d + 1. Here 
~1: GL,(k) --f GL,(k) sends 
(; .“,) to 
and 
T(z)=Try, (a Z~,)=zd+zd-2+...+z-d=~_f~~ 
sof(x/2a) = T(eiX) = sin sx/sin x. We note the following case of Section 4.2. 
5.1. THEOREM. 
R$-, =’ f 
2-z2-z-2 
2 1 - t((z” - z-s)/(z - z-1)) 
I 1 -z2 = 1 -t((z”-z--S)/(z-z-1)) 
2 = 
I 
sin’ x =- dx. n o 1 - t(sin sx/sin x) 
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5.2. COROLLARY. 
=- 2 In (sin’ x) (E) a dx. 
7.t 0 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Ed,o = 1, Cd,I = 0, Ed,* = 1 and for n > 3 
c;i,, =- ; ,to (q-1 (J) (+nd+nn-T3-jd+J) 
where the right-hand side is understood to be zero if nd is odd. 
Proof: For s = d + 1 we can write 
and for n > 3 
We want - 4 times the coefficient of z’+‘~-” so we take 
k = (s - l)n/2 + 1 - sj and find that the coefficient is 
c( n+(s-l)n/2+1-sj-3 n j=O n-3 K 1 j <-lr’. 
Putting in the factor of - f gives the desired result. 1 
Thus one can compute 
fi,-, = 1 + t2 + [P] + St4 + [9(3 + 9) t5] + f(s + s3) t6 
+[~(45+70s2+77s4)t7]+;(s+s3+s5)t*+~** 
where odd terms are omitted if s is even. (Note the coefficient of t” cannot 
be b(s + s3 + s5 + s’) since this is not an integer for s = 2.) The coefficient 
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c,-i*, of t" is of the order of s+~; we shall now see the correct estimate is 
(l/n&z) s”- 3. 
5.4. THEOREM. 
where for d odd the limit is taken over even n. 
Loosely speaking, for large n, 
if nd is even (and zero if nd is odd). 
ProoJ: Let s = d + 1 and let f: (-n, n) + R be defined by 
fo=g, x # 0, 
= 1, x = 0, 
so f is even (i.e., f (x) = f (-x)). If s is odd or n is even then 
L1,n 
4 ES”-- 72 Jr’* (f(x))” sin * x dx. 
Thus we wish to show 
$12 as n+m. 
The numerator off’(x) = (s cos sx sin x - sin sx cos x)/s sin * x, 0 ( x ( rr, 
has derivative (1 - s’) sin x sin sx which is negative on (0,11/s) so f’ is 
negative on (0, n/s) so f decreases from 1 to 0 on [0, X/S]. Now 
f: (-ds, 4s) + to, 11 so logf: (-X/S, X//S) -P (-co, 0] is analytic and even, 
so log f(x) = -ox* + A(x) x4 for some real number a and some even 
analytic function A: (-~/t/s, Z/I/S) --t il?; one can check that a = (s* - 1)/6 > 0. 
Thus (f(x))” = exp[-anx* + A(x) nx4] on (-X//S, 11/s). Now consider any 
n > (2~/7r)~ and let E = ,-‘I3 so E < II/S. For all x E [-7r/2s, 7421, 
If(x)I l = s sinx . 7~ f(-1 
2”, . 
s s’n2s 
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Also f is decreasing (and positive) on [E, 7t/2s] so for all x E [E, 7r/2], 
If(x)1 <f@). Thus 
“sin2xdx 
I 
n/Z < (f(e)) ” sin ’ x dx 
E 
( (f(e))” 11” sin 2 x dx. 
But n3’2df(s))” = exp[$ log n - une2 +A(x) ns4] 4 0 as n + co since 
E = n-“3 and a > 0. Thus it remains to consider n312 ji (J(x))” sin2 x dx as 
n + 03. We can express this as n312 Ji (exp[-nux2])x2(exp[nA(x)x4]) 
((sin2x)/x2)dx. Since nx4: [O,E] -+ [0, E] and A is bounded on [0,71/2s] 
(since it is continuous), if we write [a,, b,] for the image of [0, E] under 
(exp[nA(x)4])((sin2 x)/x’) then a,, b, + 1 as n + 03 so by the sandwich 
principle it suffices to consider n 3’2 s,” (exp[-nax2])x2 dx. Substituting 
we get a-3/2 J;W’* (exp(-t’)) t2 dt, which has limit 
n--t co, as desired. I 
5.5. COROLLARY. llmd+m lim ll-loo Ed,,n fi d3-” = dm, where pairs 
with d, n both odd are omitted. 
Loosely speaking, for large d and very large n, Cd,n =: dnm3dm if nd 
even, and zero if nd odd. 
5.6. Remark. Here I?~,~ is the dimension of the fixed subspace of a space 
of dimension d + l)“, namely R f”, and the ratio E,,,/(d + 1)” is roughly 
de for large n (if nd even) and so roughly 
( l/d3) 216/zn3 for large d and very large n (if nd even). 
In the commutative case c~,~ is the dimension of the fixed subspace of a 
space of dimension ( “id) and the ratio c,,,/( “id) is roughly 
+ nd)’ for large n (if nd even) and so roughly 
large d and very large n (if nd even); see [4]. Thus n, d 
have changed places! 
We note that cd,n z (l/d!) ndm3(216/nd ) 3 1’2 for large d, very large n and 
nd even; cf. [4]. 
In the commutative case the asymptotic behavior of cd,n describes 
properties of the fixed ring, cf. [23, p. 661, but in the noncommutative case 
there seems to be little information beyond the elementary fact that the 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is co. 1 
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Recall that the Cayley-Sylvester theorem says that 
Cd,“=A (f&d) -A ($- l,n,d) 
where A@, n, d) denotes the number of partitions of m into n parts of size at 
most d, (taken to be 0 if m is not an integer); cf. [20]. 
In the noncommutative case Michel Brion has found the following 
analogue. 
5.7. NONCOMMUTATIVE CAYLEY-SYLVESTER THEOREM (Brion). 
Cd,d,n=A” (-$,n,d)-A(-$-l,n,d) 
where x(m, n, d) denotes the number of ordered partitions (i, ,..., i,) of m into 
n nonnegative integers not exceeding d (taken to be 0 if m is not an integer). 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, 
C”d,n = I (1 -Z-Z)(Zd+Zd-z + a** +z-d)“. 
(Zd+Zd-*+ . . .+Z-d)n= (iozd-y 
= f’. . . . ,% Zd-2i~ . . . Zd-*in 
n 
, n, d zj, 
since the coefficient of zi is the number of n-tuples (il ,..., i,) such that 
(d - 2i,) + ... + (d - 2iJ = j, that is, i, + . . . i, = ((nd - j)/2). Since rTd,n is 
the difference between the coefficient of 1 and the coefficient of z* the result 
follows. I 
5.8. Remark. In the commutative case the Hermite reciprocity theorem 
states that cd,n = c,,~ for all n, d; we know of nothing analogous to this in 
the noncommutative case. i 
By the last part of Section 4.2 we have an algebraic expression for E?,. 
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5.9. THEOREM. For d > 1 let tfl,..., qd be the distinct roots of 
Z2d+Z2d-2+ . . . + 1 --‘t-l which lie in C[[tl’“]]. Then 
E?,=lk qj’ - 1 
t ,zl dtl,d+(d-2)qf-2+...-dqj:d’ 
In particular fid is algebraic over Q!(t) of degree at most 2d vd is odd and 
Zd” if d is even. 
5.10. EXAMPLE. For low values of d we can use elementary Galois 
theory to obtain radical expressions for the qj’s and hence compute & let us 
record the following. 
R,=&(l-diT)= n;o+( “n”) t2” 
= 1 + t2 + 2t4 + 5t6 + 14ts + * * * 
I+(l-JG) 
= 1 + t2 + t3 + 3t4 + 6t5 + 15t6 + 36t’ + 93t’ + a.. 
I?, = \/z{(l - t)[(l + 5t) + d/(1 - 5t)(l - t)]}-1’2 
=1+t2+t3+5t4+16t5+65t6+260t7+1085t8+~~~. 1 
5.11. Explicit Invariants. From the point of view of X,(k) the 
Clebsch-Gordan isomorphism of Section 4.1 becomes 
&, @R,, = Rd,+dl @&,++z @ “’ @b-d2 ifd,>,d,. 
Theoretically we can manufacture all the invariants using this isomorphism, 
although this algorithm is not very practical. 
Let us compute the invariants of degrees 2 and 3. By the expression for 
I? s-I preceding Theorem 5.4 we expect one invariant in degree 2 for all d 
and one invariant in degree 3 for even d. 
Taking d,=d2=d we have Rd@Rd=Rzd@RZdP2@... OR, and we 
are interested in the summand R, . The map R, + R, @ R, is given by 
ltt& d ( 1 ,s 1 (Yz 0Y,)d-i(-Yl 0 Y2Y 
= go (4 ( ;) v: v$-‘0 Je-54 
= i C-1)’ ( y ) xixd-i* 
481/93/l-14 
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This is the invariant of degree 2 for the binary form of degree d with 
noncommuting coefficients. 
For d even, say d = 2v, there is a copy of R, in R, OR, which we locate 
by using the map R,, -+ Rtv @RzU,f~DuGf@ 1)s’ (the case e=j=v of 
the map in Section 4.1). Here xi = vf JJ:“-’ goes to pi = B”(yf yf-’ @ 1) 6”. 
By the form of the invariant of degree 2 we know CfZO (-l)‘( ‘~)Xipdpi is 
an invariant of degree 3. On expanding this expression we noticed with 
hindsight that in the action of SL,(k) on R Ok R Ok R there is an invariant 
(Yl 0 10 Y, - Y, 0 10 Y,Y(Y* 0 Yl 0 1 - Yl 0 Y, 0 1)” 
x (10 Y, 0 Y1- 10 Yl 0 YJ 
x (-y, 0 1 0 Y,)‘(Y, 0 0 W’(-Yl O Yl Yz 0 ly’ 
x (1 0 Yz 0 Yrk(-l 0 0 Yak Y, 
= gojo go (-l)i+j+k (;) (i”) ( ; YY-i+iy;-j+i 
=~o~o go (-l)itjtk (y)(y)(L) X~-i+iXu-jtkX~-k+i* 
This then is the invariant of degree 3 for the binary form of degree 2v with 
noncommuting coefficients. For example for v = 1 this gives the standard 
polynomial S,(x,, x,, xJ. (We remark that this is an expected invariant 
since for any 6 and any g E GLd+ ,(k), g sends the standard polynomial 
to det g times itself, so 6,+, is invariant under all of SL,, ,(k) and in 
particular lies in Td.) 
For v = 2 this gives an invariant which abelianizes to the classical 
invariant 
multiplied by 6. 
The above embedding of R, in R, @ R, allows one to generate invariants 
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iteratively. For example, as Jiirgen Backelin pointed out to us, there is a k- 
algebra endomorphism a, of k(x,,,xl, x2) given by x, I+ [x,,, xi], 
x, b f [x0, x2], x2 t-+ [xi, x2] (where [x, ~1 denotes xy - ux) which respects 
the Z,(k) action, so maps the fixed algebra to itself. In particular, all the 
images of x0x2 - 2x: +x,x, under the powers of v, are invariants. 1 
6. THE FIXED FREE ALGEBRA OF A 
SINGLE HOMOGENEOUS AUTOMORPHISM 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic 
zero, and G be a subgroup of GL(P’). 
If G is finite then by the noncommutative Molien theorem [9, 
Theorem 1.21 (which is a special case of Theorem 2.1 of this paper) the 
Hilbert series H(k(V)G) is rational in the sense that it lies in Q(t). 
Abstractly, the next easiest type of subgroup G to consider is the infinite 
cyclic type. For example, for any nonzero Q, p, y E k with C&J = 1 and which 
multiplicatively generate a free abelian group of rank two (e.g., a = 2, p = 3, 
y = l/6) the fixed subalgebra of k(x, y, z) under the automorphism 
(x, y, z) t-+ (ax, By, yz) has a k-basis consisting of all monomials which have 
the same degree in each of x, y, z so has Hilbert series 
(W 3m 
so (m!)’ t * 
This is well known to be transcendental over Q(t) but we have not been able 
to find an explicit verification of this fact in the literature. Note that it is a 
Gaussian hypergeometric series F(s, 3, , ’ 1 1 27t3), and the classical results of 
H. A. Schwarz [22] can be applied to show that it is transcendental. Alter- 
natively there is the following quick argument provided to us by John 
Rickard: The series F(t) =F(J, 3, , ’ 2 1 t), -1 < t ( 1, satisfies the differential 
equation 
t(1 -t)Y”+(1-2t)y’-+O 
(cf. [5, p. 1 I), and it is clear that y = F( 1 - t), 0 < t < 2, is another solution. 
It is then not difficult to see that for 0 < t < 1 the function ~(1 - t) 
[F’(l - t) F(t) + F(l - t) F’(t)] has zero derivative, so is a constant 
A = fF’(j) F(t). In terms of the function G(t) = F( 1 - [)/F(t), 0 < t < 1, this 
says G’(t) = -n/[t(l - t) F*(t)] so G’(t) + At-’ agrees with a function that 
is analytic near 0, so G(t) + 1 log t tends to a limit as t + O+. Since G(t) is 
not bounded near 0 we see Iz # 0 so G(t) is not algebraic. Hence F(t) is not 
algebraic. (Alan Baker informs us that it is not currently known whether or 
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not F(t) takes a transcendental value on some rational number.) In the above 
example the corresponding matrix 
is the generic diagonal matrix of determinant 1, and the resulting Hilbert 
series is transcendental. In contrast we shall show that for a unipotent matrix 
the resulting Hilbert series is always algebraic. Let us call a homogeneous 
automorphism of k(V) uniporent if it arises from a unipotent element A of 
GL(Y), that is, A -I is nilpotent. 
6.1. THEOREM. Over afield of characteristic zero, the fixed algebra of a 
homogeneous unipotent automorphism has an algebraic Hilbert series. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that for each d > 0 the image of 
(i :) under the polynomial representation GL(k) + GL(R,) (see Section 4.1) 
has Jordan normal form 
A,= 
Hence for any finite sequence a, ,..., a, of nonnegative integers, the image of 
(: :) under the polynomial representation GL,(k) --) GL(@f=, Rid) has 
Jordan normal form consisting of ad copies of the block A,, d = l,..., m. We 
choose the ad so that this agrees with the Jordan normal form of the given 
unipotent ransformation, A E GL(V), say. 
In summary, we can choose a polynomial representation q: G&(k) + 
G,!,(v) sending (A :) to A. 
Now anything fixed by A = q(A i) will be fixed by A” = (p(i y), n E Z, and 
so (since k has characteristic zero) fixed by all p,(A f), Iz E k, that is, by all 
of q@‘,(k)). Thus H(k( V)“) = H(k( V)mTz(k) ) and this is algebraic by Section 
4.2. 1 
Relatively little is known for nonzero characteristic. If V is a finite dimen- 
sional vector space over a field k of characteristic p > 0 and G is a finite 
subgroup of GL(V) it seems that H(k( V)“) is rational. L,et us summarize 
what we do know. 
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6.2. DEFINITION. Let Rep&G) be the Grothendieck ring of isomorphism 
classes of finitely generated kG-modules under the operations induced by @ 
and Ok. As an abelian group, Rep(kG) is free on the isomorphism classes of 
the finitely generated indecomposable kG-modules. We say V is an algebraic 
kG-module if its image in Rep(kG) is algebraic over Z; in other words there 
is an isomorphism of kG-modules 
with Ui, bi nonnegative integers and a, # bi for some i. In this event V is said 
to satisfy the polynomialf(t) = Cy!o (ui -b,) t’, an element of Z [t]. 
For example, if a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic then G has finite 
representation type (and conversely), cf. [7,64.1], so Rep(kG) has finite rank 
as an abelian group and in particular the powers of V generate a free abelian 
group of finite rank, that is, V is algebraic; cf. [6] for other examples. 
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a 
field k and G a finite subgroup of GL(V). If V is an algebraic kG-module 
satisfying a polynomial f then the Hilbert series H(k( V)“) is rational of the 
~(;~=g~/t)/f(l/t), where g is a polynomial of the same degree us f and 
Proof: Let H(t) = H(k(V)G) = CnhO c,tn, let f(t) = aotm + ultm-’ + 
. . . + a, and let v denote the image of V in Rep(kG). Then uOvm + 
alum-l + . . . +a,=0 so for all n>O, aovm+“+alvm+“-l+...+ 
a,v” = 0. This means there is a corresponding isomorphism of kG-modules 
(with the “positive part” isomorphic to the “negative part”) and taking the 
dimensions of the G-fixed subspaces we see a,c, +” + a, c, + n- 1 + 
. . . + u,c, = 0 for all n > 0. That is, t”f (l/t) H(t) is a polynomial of degree 
less than m so can be expressed as t”g(l/t) with g(t) a polynomial of degree 
m with g(0) = 0. 1 
In particular the fixed algebra of a homogeneous automorphism of finite 
order has a rational Hilbert series. In characteristic p > 0, unipotent matrices 
have finite order so the corresponding Hilbert series are rational. 
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APPENDIX: RESIDUE CALCULUS WITH ALGEBRA 
Let k be a field. 
A.l. THEOREM. Let P(z), Q(Z) E k(t)[z]. Suppose Q(0) # 0, Q(Z) splits 
Fnndistinct linearfactors in k((t))[z] and Q( z is invertible in k[z, z-‘1((t)). ) 
i 
p(z) = P(O) + -y ml> 
Q(z) Q(O) L rlQ'(rl) 
where summation is over the roots n of Q(Z) which lie in k[ [t]]. 
k[z,z-’ l(W) A k((O) 
I 
W)[zJ’l 
I 
Wzl 
nw .I” P(z)lQ(z)) is algebraic over k(t). In fact, if G is the Galois group of 
Q(z) over k(t) and H the subgroup of G which permutes (among themselves) 
those roots of Q(Z) which lie in k[ [t]] then l (P(z)/Q(z)) is algebraic over 
k(t) of degree at most [G : H]. 
Proof. Let V: k((t)) -+ E be the natural valuation. 
Without loss of generality we may assume Q(z) is manic, say 
Q(z) = II, (z - ‘I) in WNbl. S ince Q[z] is invertible in k[z,z-‘1((t)), so 
is each z - q, that is, V(q) f 0. As the q are distinct there is a partial 
fraction decomposition 
l c 1 
- = 7 (z - ~1 Q'(v) * Q(z) 
Now 
(z-r)-‘=z-‘+z-21+2-3112+... if V(q) > 0 
Z-q -1 -zq-2 -zzq-3 . . . if V(q) < 0. 
so 
i 
P(z) P(v) - P(O) -= 
Z-7 v 
if V(q) > 0 
= P(O) -- 
?I 
if V(q) < 0. 
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Thus 
s P(z) -= y ml -J-v) P(O) Q(z) L V(v)>0 rQ'h> + "&O -m 
P(r) P(O) = Y- ___ - 
v&‘>o sQ'(r> + Q(O)' 
by (1) with z = 0. 
The bound on the degree over k(t) is clear by Galois theory, since H 
stabilizes I (P(z)/Q(z)). 1 
A.2. Remark. For m E Z, if P, = zmP, Q, = z”‘Q then for any zero ?I of Q, Q;(s) = a"Q'(r> so 
1 PI(Z) PI m=e,‘“‘+ Y:>. 2% 
that is, the same formula holds with the natural interpretation of zeros of Q, 
and evaluation of PI/Q, at 0. u 
A.3. Remark. In the examples of interest o us, the roots of Q(Z) come 
in pairs Irj, q,r’ 1 < j < m so [G : H] is at most 2”. If moreover Q(z) is even 
but not divisible by z* + 1 then the roots come in quadruples 
Vj, VJ”, -qj, -q,:‘, 1 < j < m/2, so [G : II] is at most 2”“. 1 
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